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Who we are?
Men Engage Madagascar is a network, gathering
associations and organizations with a legal status
and defending the common values of human rights.
Men Engage Madagascar is a member of the network
Men engage Africa. Men engage Africa, which gather
22 countries on the continent, is in turn a member
of the Men Engage alliance, which is a global
network. Men Engage Madagascar was founded in
2016 and currently has 24 members. 24 members
spread throughout the country.

Our mission
The first mission of Men Engages Madagascar is to
promote human’s rights.

Our vision

More specifically, it seeks to promote gender
equality through the involvement of men in this
struggle.

Men Engage Madagascar's vision is a world where gender
identities and human rights are respected and protected. Men
Engage Madagascar also seeks to promote peace and nonviolence in society.
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Chairperson’s letter: Aro Mahefa ANDRIAMAHENINA
“First phase completed”

The fight to achieve gender equality has never been more urgent today with the current global context evolution: the persistent cases of

gendercides, racism that seems to emerge, and even the climate crisis which has, as we know, social and economic background. With the COVID-19
pandemic bringing a new dimension to already existing problems, adopting gender lenses is all the more relevant since social strata and different groups
are not affected by the situation in the same way. And as far as I know, Men Engage exists to point inequalities out and to participate in the elaboration
of sustainable solutions.
In Madagascar, like many other African countries, variables such as traditions and religions have greater weight to consider when talking about gender
equality, since the level of education is generally low. In fact, 41% of Malagasy people are Christians, around 15% are Muslims, and in general, more than
half of the population is strongly attached to traditional local religions. One of the main challenges that still awaits us is, thus, to involve traditional
and religious leaders so that they become a lever of positive change, allies for the achievement of gender equality.
The Men Engage Madagascar network is progressing with baby steps, but surely and effectively. If we look back a few months earlier, the
network had a dozen organizations among its members. Currently, it is made up of 24 associations and organizations committed and convinced that men
involvement is essential for the achievement of gender justice. So, Year 1 was mainly marked by the establishment of network foundations: the
strengthening of the network secretariat by the recruitment of a co- coordinator and a financial manager; recruitment of new members; capacity
building; work tools implementation; and finally, the visibility in the media and at the public level.
The current pandemic pushes us to readjust our approaches and our methods to have optimal results at the level of our targets. But I have
faith in the network and its wonderful team who show creativity every day to make it work.
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Men Engage Madagascar
Project
As a whole, Men Engage has a common goal, the fight for gender equality through the
involvement of men and boys. Men Engage focuses on specific themes such as HIV/AIDS,
SRHR, GBV, LGBTIQ rights … Men Engage Madagascar leads the same fight and specifies

its field of intervention, without putting aside the main idea of Men Engage.
However, Men Engage Madagascar has since 2019 started a project which is to fight
against early marriage in the Boeny and Menabe regions. A project that will initially
extend over 4 years. A project that consists of reducing as much as possible the number
of early marriages in these regions, this through many activities. This struggle seeks to
raise awareness among the leaders of society to take into account the needs of each

Reducing the prevalence
of Child marriage in 2
Regions of Madagascar

person, especially young minors in the above-mentioned regions. For the realization of
this project, we will present you the guideline of this year one project. The objective of
year one was the strengthening of the network through capacity building of members,
recruitment of new members, the induction ceremony to welcome new members and
the first general assembly of Men Engage Madagascar and sensitization through the
media. Initially, it was planned that the network's first symposium would also be held
this year, but
due to the global health crisis, it had to be postponed when time allowed.
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Some regions in Madagascar are still limited by a strong patriarchal

culture that has

a stranglehold on the functioning of society itself. This
patriarchal culture tends to emphasize the value of men in
society and reduces the place of women to be housewives
Recruitment

from an early age. It therefore forces young girls to marry as

Gather organization
that fight against the
same issue

soon as their bodies can give birth. Although Malagasy
culture is beginning to evolve, especially culture in urban
areas, some are not seeking to move towards this change
and keep their customs and habits ingrained. It is also a pity

Meeting
Enhance the capacity of
discernment by setting
up meetings: steering
committee, general
assembly, induction
ceremony.

Reducing the
prevalence of child
marriage in two
regions of
Madagascar

Workshop

to maintain this culture degrading women, because in this

Strengthening
MEM members in
order to better
deal with the
subject of
intervention

changing world, the new culture seeks to put men and
women on an equal footing. Thus giving both the same
opportunities for evolution and providing the same chances
for a better life. These two regions of intervention are part
of the regions that have maintained a very patriarchal and

Media

Use of media to
amplify MEM voice
and impact

unchanging culture. This is why, through this project, we will
implement a conscientization of local leaders in order to
have the best impact and help people in this society to

evolve and have another point of view. The year one of this
project, planned from September 2019 to April 2020.
MenEngage Madagascar had worked for it.
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Establishment of the Governance Structures

1.1. Men Engage Madagascar General Assembly
The General Assembly of Men Engage Madagascar took place on February 7, 2020
at Havana Resort, Antananarivo and gathered all the members of the network.
CfroC, the secretariat and the current chair of the Men Engage Madagascar
network were the facilitators of this meeting.

1.1.1. Objectives of the General Assembly
•

Define and elect the main actors of the activities to be carried out
during the year.

•

Report on activities carried out

•

Agree on the main strategic approach of intervention

•

Team Building

During General Assembly, reports of the network activities are made.

• Report
-The induction ceremony for new members in December 2019
-The partnership with the Ministry of Population and the
promotion of women in terms of the creation
of a group of men who are gender-sensitive.
-Awareness of sexual harassment in schools and universities
-Celebration of the 16 days of activism 2019 through awareness
raising and participation in conferences. Perspectives: Plan

for 2020
• Perspectives: Plan for 2020
-Capacity building activities for members.
-The first Men Engage Madagascar symposium
-The recruitment of new members will still be in progress with
the aim of having representatives in all regions of Madagascar.
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1.1.3. Key issues during the General Assembly
The first MEM Symposium
A symposium is a meeting that gather actors having expertise in a specific
thematic areas. Here, Men Engage main fields are: human rights, GBV,
SRHR, gender equality, HIV/AIDS, LGBTIQ …The symposium will be held on
March 27, 2020 at Panorama, Andrainarivo and will bring together all
stakeholders with expertise on the specific thematic areas of intervention
of Men Engage Madagascar. During this meeting, has been presented
"Empowermen", a youth association committed to the promotion of
Positive Masculinity. Empowermen will take charge of the realization of

this activity with the supervision of the Secretariat of the network which
is, "CforC".

Global Aim of the Symposium
“Promote the importance of the involvement of men and boys in order to
reduce legal inequalities between men and women”

Specific Objectives
-Discuss and raise issues related to social norms of gender, sexuality and
masculinity in Madagascar;
-Create public awareness of the need for the involvement of men and boys
in order to recognize the place of women within the company;
-Strengthen and expand the Men Engage Madagascar network based on the
exchanges of best practices and expertise.
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Expected results of the Symposium
-Joint definition of key concepts around gender and masculinity in
Madagascar by gender experts;
-National awareness of the importance of the involvement of men
and boys in the promotion of gender equality;
-Establishment of broader partnerships with different actors.

Creation of Facebook messenger group to all members
Social networks are an integral part of life. An easy way to
send messages. A tool
for correspondence at a lower cost and with no need to travel.
Therefore, during the General Assembly, it has been decided to
set up a discussion group for all members of Men Engage
Madagascar to facilitate communication. The objective is to
provide access to all information so that all members are
notified in time.
This means of communication was chosen because of its
accessibility as it should be noted that in Madagascar internet
access is still limited. This commits us to adopt means
ofcommunication taking into account the situation of the
country and the members of thenetwork.
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Recruitment of new members

The aim of the network is to gather as many members as possible, working in the same
fields in order to have a greater impact on society. Men Engage Madagascar is always
seeking for members that fit to the thematic areas that we are involved in.
During that AGM, we could recruit a new member, an Association that gather young peer
educators in the region of Alaotra Mangoro, the Association “JPE Alaotra”.

1.2. Steering Committee
1.2.1. Who are they
The steering committee is a group of individuals selected among the
member organizations of the network. This group of people directs and decides
together on the actions that Men Engage Madagascar carries out in order to
reach the set objectives.
The steering committee of Men Engage Madagascar is composed by its current
chair, Aro Mahefa ANDRIAMAHENINA from “Empowermen”, Zo Stella Cove
TSIRIMANANA as a Vice chair from “Tanora Garan'Teen” , Charles
ANDRIAMASINORO as a Vice chair from “Simiralenta” and Miangaly Fitiavana
RANDRIANTSEHENO from “Tanora Iray. CforC also attends the steering committee
meeting because of its position as the Secretariat of Men Engage Madagascar
network. CforC must participate in order to report on the decisions taken by the
steering committee.
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1.2.3. When they meet?
The steering committee meets three times a year in order to maintain a good
follow-up of the progress of each step carried out. Three times spread over the
year, the first at the beginning of the new year of execution, the second, in the
middle of the year of execution and the last at the end of the year of
execution.
1.2.3. What they do?
The first meeting is held at the beginning of the year execution. A meeting
with the objective of defining the activities, the actors, and the schedule to be
carried out in order to reach the objectives set for the first quarter. Also to
discuss strategies in order to grasp for the work program and the operating
budget for the whole year.
The second is held in the middle of the year execution. A meeting with the
objective of making reports about what have been done and what activities
will come next, when and who will run them. The last SC meeting is held at
the end of the year execution. A meeting with the objective of making reports
about what have been done. During that time, the SC and the secretariat also

set up the workplan for the next year of project completion.
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First SC Meeting: December 13, 2019



Discussion

point:

Preparation

of

Third SC Meeting: March 31, 2020


the

induction

Discussion point: MATI Workshop

ceremony Scheduled on: December 18, 2019

Scheduled on: April 7 to 13, 2020 Take place

Take place at: Espace Dera Ampasanimalo

at: Online

Run

Run by: CforC

by:

Tanora

Iray

and

CforC

Attendance: Former and new members

Attendance: All members of MEM

Discussion point: Workplan and Budget Year 1
The secretariat sets out the activities that will be done over the year and show
the budget of each activity to ensure transparency. It allows all members of the

steering

committee to have an overview of the functioning of the year of

execution of the project.

Discussion point: Online Campaign Scheduled
on: Weekly
Take place at: Online, on social media

Run

by:

CforC

and

Discussion point: General Assembly organization

Discussion point: Lockdown and postponed activities Scheduled
on: Mid-march to late May 2020
-Symposium

Scheduled on: February 7, 2020
place

at:

Havana

Resort

Antaninarenina Run by: CforC
Attendance: MEM members and some key guests
Discussion point: Symposium organization
Scheduled on: March 27, 2020
Take

place

Andrainarivo

at:

members

Attendance: Nationwide

 Second SC Meeting: January 16, 2020

Take

SC

Panorama

Run by: Empowermen

and CforC
Attendance: 150 audience from MEM members and key guests

Postponed activities:
-Branding activities
-Fund-raising workshop
-Establishment of the strategic plan
-Recruitment of members in region
The current health situation has meant that many of our activities have had to be
suspended and postponed for a period to be communicated at a later time. They
are postponed and not cancelled and will be carried out as soon as time allows us.
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Induction Ceremony
The induction ceremony is an official event, where new members are welcomed and
where they agree through the signing of the code of conduct and the memorandum
of understanding to integrate and respect the

rules that govern the proper

functioning of the network. The induction ceremony of new members took place on
December 18, 2019 at Espace Dera

Ampasanimalo, Antananarivo. CfroC, the

secretariat of the network and Aro Mahefa, the current president of the Men Engage
Madagascar network were the facilitators of this meeting.

1. Objectives of the Induction Ceremony
The purpose of the induction ceremony is to introduce the rules governing Men
Engage to new members. To have them sign, if they agree with what is required,
in order to officially integrate them into the Men Engage network.

2. Induction ceremony Activities
Signing of the agreement and code of conduct by new members The signing of
the agreement and code of conduct by new members is a form

of mutual

consent between Men engage and the member wishing to join the network. A
written, allowing both parties to agree on a reciprocal course of action.
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The code of conduct is the basic set of rules that Men Engage seeks
to have members adopt. In order not to lose sight of the common

 2 permanent representatives per organization

The MOU is a document of the agreement made between the two parties.

So as not to scatter and to obtain continuity of work. At the
induction ceremony, it has been decided that it would be wiser to
choose two permanent representatives per member organization to
ensure an objective result.

However, the signature of the MOU does not commit the parties in any way,

Why two representatives?

i.e. if one of the two parties wishes in the future to withdraw and dismiss

To ensure that if one is not available, the one will take over the
work of both, while keeping abreast of the progress of the network's
projects. It is also advisable to have two people in order to follow
and ensure a good understanding of the actions carried out and
what remains to be done. In this perspective, two people will
ensure continuity and provide a link between Men Engage
Madagascar and the organization represented.

goal set.

the agreement document, it may do so. The main purpose of signing the
MOU is to reiterate Men

Engage's request to respect the stakes. A

signature, committing the signatory on his understanding of the requests
initially established.


The mode of operation and the communication strategy in the

network

In order to better interact, it is essential to talk and define

together the way of working in order to achieve the objectives. For this,
during the induction ceremony,

it is important to exchange with the

members and find out together: how are we going to work?
This also highlights the importance we give to the members during this
kind of meeting. The expertise of a large number of people will allow
us to better know

which operating and communication strategy to

adapt in order to have a better impact.
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In order to ensure optimal achievement, it is important to help
members better understand Men Engage's activities and resolutions. For this,
Once the email containing the training document was sent, each

strengthening activities are necessary.
First, we have conducted training and capacity building workshops

member

organization had one week to reflect, share the document and send

on the following topics: Sexual harassment in the workplace and responsibility

feedback to the trainer by email.

sharing. And to reach goals and understanding, Men Engage Africa and SONKE

The procedure was: firstly, to send an email containing the training to all

Gender Justice has

members, secondly, to give time to all members to do their own reflection but

established a book tool that will help and allow Men

also to share the content with all members of the member organization. And,

Engage around Africa to train leaders at the same level.

Capacity Building: Sexual Harassment in Workplace &
Accountability
Initially, the capacity building was scheduled for March 25,
2020 at Panorama Andrainarivo. Unfortunately, due to this
global health crisis, which is the Coronavirus. Some initiatives
had to be taken and the schedule adjusted according to the

necessary

changes.

The

government

also

made

an

announcement that limit and prohibit rally, it has been
decided to review some activity achievements. Subsequently,
the steering committee decided that if some activities could
be done via

internet, Men Engage Madagascar should run

them online. From April 7 to April 14, 2020, Men Engage
Madagascar run the activity of capacity building about

thirdly, to collect ideas following feedback from members. The next step is to
meet, when time will permit us, and
discuss it more widely.
After the feedback, a compilation was made and analyzed by the
trainer. This will be used during the discussion meeting on the subject of sexual
harassment in workplace and accountability, when time permits. But also, this
training could initially help each member organization to implement their own

internal rules and code of conduct. It also served as an opportunity for members
to understand the importance of such rules to govern and achieve Men Engage's
goal of "gender equality". How do we achieve this?
Through illustrative examples. Illustrations that have an impact on men's behavior
in society

and in the organization. Because these explicit examples have

illustrated every day’s facts that women encounter in the workplace.

“sexual harassment in workplace” and “Accountability”. The
training was provided by CforC.
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Strengthening Activities
Translation of the toolkit, the training book: Men EngageEngaging Man and Boys to Address Gender Equality
Men Engage Africa and SONKE Gender Justice set a training book as a
guideline to adopt a common approach for maximum impact. This
training manual brings together all the approach techniques validated
by Men Engage following research. A 200-page manual illustrating from
A to Z the themes, approaches, exercises and indicators to achieve the
desired behavior change. Men Engage Madagascar in turn translated
the manual so that it could be accessible to Malagasy trainers and for
ease of understanding and transmission of basic ideas. In order to
ensure that the training approaches and techniques are not mistaken.
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Amplify Men Engage Madagascar Voice and Impact
Total budget
Communication Allocated Budget

Project duration
Project duration Year 1
Communication activities schedule

Project funds Year 1
Budget in ZAR
400 000,00
Budget in ZAR
26 438,37

 Overall objective
ME Madagascar is known by the population and its activity are spread
around the country

 Specific objectives
-Aware Malagasy people on the importance of everyone’s participation in
-Make known what Men Engage is and also why do they exist
-Introduce Men Engage Madagascar future plan

Branding
materials
in ZAR

Media
activity in
ZAR

17 884,78

8 553, 59

Branding
materials in
local
currency
4 600 000.00

Media
activity
In local
currency
2 200 000,00

Project Schedule
Fro m September 1,2019 to April 30, 2023
Fro m September 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020
Fro m D e ce m b e r 15,2019 to April 30, 2020

3.1. Visibility of the Network and Branding activity

daily life, on the family and societal level

Budget in Local Currency
102 880 800,00
Budget in Local Currency
6 800 000,00

 Expected result
-People know about the organization and the program
-Men get aware of what are the in role in the malagasy society
-Increase in contact between Men Engage Madagascar and other civil society

-Make Men Engage Madagascar a key player referring to Gender and to forbid
early or forced marriages

 Main objectives of communication approach
-Cover national media, social media and all that follows
-Optimise/Enhance communication resources performance for future actions
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Amplify Men Engage Madagascar Voice and Impact
Specific goals and Key Messages
•

Maintain the rate of media/social media visibility

•

Facilitate Men Engage Madagascar and Local media
relationship
Targeting

•

Malagasy Men and Boys

•

Women and children that have been forced to face
any issue that Men Engage Madagascar are involved
in and defends

•

People

who

have

experienced

Gender-based

Violence
•

Malagasy Government, media, Malagasy social
influencer, Malagasy leader

•

Civil Society which have the same point of view as
Men Engage
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Accomplishment: Branding materials
Start of Activities
December 15, 2019
Tools

Material Design and Printing Schedule
End of activities
March 31, 2020
Expected
Outcome Indicator
result

Roll Up

5 Roll Up

Number of roll up designed and printed
7 printed Roll Up

Pins

100 Pins

Number of pins designed and printed
20 produced pins

Display signed by members

0 display

Number of printed display
4 printed and signed display by members

Tshirt

50 MEM tshirt

Polo

MEM polo

Stamp

0 MEM Stamp

Information sheet

printed
information sheet

Number of printed information
sheet
50 printed information sheet

Book of presentation

40 Book of
presentation

Number of printed book of
presentation
0 printed book of presentation

Number of MEM tshirt
45 MEM tshirt
Number of MEM polo
20 MEM polo
Number of Produced stamp
1 MEM Stamp
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Accomplishment: Branding materials
Branding Activity Schedule
Start of Activities
March 2, 2020
Tools

End of activities
March 31, 2020
Accomplishment indicator

TV Show

Number of Tv Show done

Radio Talk

Number of radio talk done

Outcome indicator

Number of TV show and radio talk that will
be done in the future and will be done for
free

Radio Talk and TV show Schedule
March 2020
2- RNM Radio/ TVM Tv show
3- RDJ Radio
6- TVM Tv show
9-RNM Radio/ RTA Tv show
13-MaFm Radio
16-RNM radio/VIVA Tv show
20-RNM radio
30-VIVA Tv show
31- I-BC Tv show
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Amplify Men Engage Madagascar Voice and Impact
Date
March 2,2020

March 2,2020

Media

Subject il Local Language

Translation

Radio Talk

Ny Mombamomba ny Men Engage sy Men Engage Madagascar

About Men Engage and Men Engage Madagascar

Channel

-Inona moa ny Men Engage?

-What are Men Engage?

RNM

*ME maneran-tany

*ME Alliance

Informati

*ME Afrika

*ME Africa

ve talk

*ME Madagasikara

*ME Madagascar

-Inona no mahatonga an’i Madagascar ho anisan’izy io?

-Why is Madagascar among them?

-Inona no antom-pisiany, ny vina sy ny paik’ady?

-What make them exist, goals and strategy?

-Inona ny hevitra arovan’ny ME?

-What ary the issue that they defend?

-Iza no mpikambana ao aminy?

-Who are the component?

-Inona ny anjara asan’ire mpikambana?

-What are their roles?

-Ahoana ny atao raha toa ka tia ho lasa mpikambana?

-How to be a member?

Tv Show

-Inona ny zavatra karakarain’ny Men Engage Madagascar atoato? -What are Men Engage Madagacar future plan?
Same subject as said during the informative radio talk on RNM, on the same day

TVM
March 3, 2020

Informative talk
Radio Talk

-Mombamomba ny ME

-About ME

RDJ

-Ny atao hoe miralenta

-Meaning of Gender

Informativ
e and
sensitizati
on talk

-Ny antony ampandraisana ny lehilahy sy ny zazalahy ho
amin’ny miralenta

-Why involving Men and boys in gender equality

- Niresaka ny atao hoe Masculinité positive

- What is positive masculinity
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March 6, 2020

Tv Show
TVM
Informaive talk

-Mombamomba ny ME alliance
-Mombamomba ME Afrika
-Fijerin’ny ME
-Ny tanjon’ny Tambazotra
-Ny hevitra arovan’ny tambazotra
-Ny zavatra kasain’ny tambazotra sy ireo hetsika ataony
-Ny fomba fidirana ho mpikambana

-About ME alliance
-About ME Africa
-ME Vision
-Network objectives

-Network Thematic areas
-Network plan
-How to be a network members.

March 9, 2020

Radio talk

For the first radio talk, on March 2, 2020. We recorded the talk and planned to broadcast it 4 times, on March 2/9/16/20, 2020.

RNM

As we had the same goal: To make ME Madagascar known by all malagasy. It can be seen as redundant, however, to achieve the goal,
it is important to repeat some actions and information, with that, people will remember

Informative talk
March 9, 2020

March 13,2020

Tv Show

--Inona moa ny Men Engage?

-What is Men Engage?

RTA

*ME maneran-tany

*ME Alliance

Informative talk

*ME Afrika

*ME Africa

*ME Madagasikara

*ME Madagascar

-Inona no mahatonga an’i Madagascar ho anisan’izy io?

-Why is Madagascar among them?

-Firy taona izay no nisy ny ME Madagascar?

-How many years is the ME Madagascar?

-Fampandraisana andraikitra sy anjara ny lehilahy

- Positive Masculinity

Radio talk

-Inona ary iza moa ny ME?

-What is ME and who are them?

MaFM

-Inona no antom-pisiany?

-Why do they exist?

Informative and
sensitization talk

-Fa maninona no lehilahy no nosafidianareo ho ampianarina sy
ampandraisana anjara?

-Why involving and teaching Men and Boys?
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March 16,2020

Registered broadcast, done on March 2,2020

Radio Talk
RNM
Iformative tal

March 16, 2020

TV show
VIVA

Postponed to year 2, Due to Media Issue

March 20,2020

Radio Talk
RNM
Informative talk

Registered broadcast, done on March 2,2020

March 30, 2020

Tv Show
I-BC

Postponed to year 2, Due to Lockdown « Covid-19 »

March 31, 2020

Tv Show
VIVA

Postponed to year 2, Due to Lockdown « Covid-19 »

Online Campaign
The Online Campaign is a way to reach goals. It can be used to share information
but also to spread information around the country and the world. Here, we use it
to sensitize and to let Malagasy people know about Men Engage Madagascar.
Online Campaign Schedule
Start of Activities
September 3, 2019

End of activities
April 30, 2020

Tools
Facebook Posts

Accomplishment indicator

Outcome indicator

Number of post and Audience

Number of persons who react to the post

72

4142
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External Activities
The goal of that activities is to enhance the visibility of men
Engage Madagascar. Assisting as much as possible of external
activities will help others to know more about who we are and
what are we involved in. Social interaction is a way to let other

know about Men Engage and also to reach our goal which is to
be known as the key player referring to Gender and to forbid
early or forced marriages

External Activities Schedule
Start of Activities
March 2, 2020
Tools

End of activities
March 31, 2020
Accomplishment Indicator

Outcome Indicator

Malagasy Civil Society training

Online Safety Training
From March 2,2020 to March 6, 2020

Interaction with other NGO and civil society which are aware of the
same issue : online violence, harassment and online insecurity

Conference Participation

International Social Work Day
March 17,2020

Interaction with Social worker around the country.
Exchanging information and experiences about the social work.

« Fanainga » launching project
March 19,2020

Interaction with NGO and civil society which are involved in
Malagasy society capacity building
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SWOT Analysis
STRENGTH

• Resilience: Men Engage Madagascar has sought to use the time at its disposal
to be effect. And searched to adapt to the time constraints in order to carry
out as much activity as possible to achieve the goal despite the

time

constraints.

• Members Engagement: Men Engage Madagascar members are very active. As
their domain of activity is very in relation with the network activity, being
member of the network is complementary to their own work.
• Common decision and democratic leadership: The network is based on
common decision, even there is a steering committee, members’ voices are
heard. Decision taken are always in a very democratic way.

WEAKNESSES

• Tight schedule: Men Engage Madagascar faced a considerable start-up delay
and had to adapt its activities within the allotted time. That brings us to
achieve a lot of activities in short time and has turned the whole year's
schedule upside down.
• Limited Internet connexion for some organizations: This is a considerable
weakness, because almost all exchanges take place via e-mail. And yet some
of the members of Men Engage Madagascar do not have daily and recurring
access to the internet. This causes a delay on certain information that is
necessary within a limited period of time.
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SWOT Analysis
OPPORTUNITIES

• Unforeseen: The health crisis is global. However, Men Engage Madagascar
was able to draw positive points from it, we were able to make an internal
assessment of the threats that can arise from the unexpected such as what
we are currently facing and to better forestall what will come in the future.

• Network: As a network Men Engage Madagascar has an easier access to
some collaboration because it benefits from the fact that it gathers many
entities working in a specific field.

THREATS

•

Being on time: Due to the Covid-19 crisis, we are now a front of a big deal.
A lot of activities have been postponed and are still in pending. We don’t
know yet when can they be achieved. This will for sure lead us to an
upheaval in the program.

•

Cultural fence: Our project will take place mainly in two provincial town. In
two regions where the culture is different from the others. A fluctuant to be
taken into account in order to better understand the means of intervention
for an optimal result. However, it is not noticeable because the gap
between cultures is wide. And we have to be very careful not to point the
culture and functioning of others
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Donors
Sida or Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency is the main donor of Men
Engage Madagascar through SONKE Gender Justice. Sida or Swedish International

Development Cooperation Agency is o government agency working on behalf of the Swedish
parliament and government, with the mission to reduce poverty in the word. Through their
work and in cooperation with others, they contribute to implementing Sweden’s Policy for
Global Development (PGU). SONKE Gender Justice is a South African-based non-profit
organization working throughout Africa. They believe woment and men, girls and boys can
work together to resist patriarchy, advocate for gender justice and achieve gender
transformation.
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Financial Statement
Local Currency

Budget in ZAR

Funds received

102 880 800.00

400 000.00

Administration Costs

31 300 000.00

121 694.23
PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Capacity Building and Workshop

1 400 000 .00

5 443.19

Designing of the Strategic plan

3 060 000 .00

11 897.26

Men Engage Madagascar Symposium

17 400 000.00

67 651.11

Translation of document and printing

4 500 000.00

17 495.98

General AGM and Youth AGM of Men Engage
Madagascar

4 550 000.00

17 690.38

Steering Committee and Youth SC meeting

900 000.00

3 499.20

Branding materials

4 600 000.00

17 884.78

Branding activity

2 200 000.00

8 553.59

Participation to MEA AGM

6 500 000.00

25 271.97

Participation to an international conference

7 000 000.00

27 215.96

Recruitment of new members and project
implementation in region

11 100 000.00

43 156.74

Induction ceremony

1 700 000.00

6 609.59

Participation to an AGM of Another country
network

6 500 000.00

25 271.97
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MENENGAGE
MADAGASCAR
+261 34 92 550 32
soa@c-for-c.info
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